admissible solutions can be properly reduced by considering only contiguous partitions, the solution space has been represented by means of a non-complete binary tree. To look for the best compromise solution (i.e., the minimum cost path), an ad-hoc local search strategy, called border element method (BEM), has been implemented. Nevertheless, since the combinatorial optimization deals with a non-convex functional, the BEM can get stuck into local minima. In order to overcome this drawback, the ant colony optimizer (ACO) [7] is considered in this work because of its "hill climbing" properties and since, unlike other evolutionarybased optimizers, it fully exploits the graph representation of the solution space.
Inspired by the foraging behavior of ant colonies, where the ants look for the shortest path between the food sources and the nest, the ACO was proposed by Dorigo et al. [7] as a viable approach to stochastic combinatorial optimization. , k being the iteration index), the branches of the tree have the same probability of being explored. At each node, the probability of choosing a path is given by
. At the end of each iteration, the pheromone level
τ is updated as follows
is the fitness value of the i -th ant at the k -th iteration and H is a positive constant. Afterwards, the evaporation operation is applied ( ) notice that, although the ACO optimization is aimed at the best matching with the optimal difference pattern and not to minimize the SLL, the SLL value synthesized with the ACO is below of more than dB 
